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Abstract—The data and voice integration over dense wavelength-division-multiplexing (DAVID) project proposes a metro
network architecture based on several wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) rings interconnected via a bufferless optical switch
called Hub. The Hub provides a programmable interconnection
among rings on the basis of the outcome of a scheduling algorithm.
Nodes connected to rings groom traffic from Internet protocol
routers and Ethernet switches and share ring resources. In this
paper, we address the problem of designing efficient centralized
scheduling algorithms for supporting multiclass traffic services
in the DAVID metro network. Two traffic classes are considered:
a best-effort class, and a high-priority class with bandwidth
guarantees. We define the multiclass scheduling problem at the
Hub considering two different node architectures: a simpler one
that relies on a complete separation between transmission and
reception resources (i.e., WDM channels) and a more complex one
in which nodes fully share transmission and reception channels
using an erasure stage to drop received packets, thereby allowing
wavelength reuse. We propose both optimum and heuristic solutions, and evaluate their performance by simulation, showing that
heuristic solutions exhibit a behavior very close to the optimum
solution.
Index Terms—Data and voice integration over dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DAVID), metropolitan area network,
multiclass scheduling, optical ring, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE DATA and voice integration over dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DAVID) project, funded by
the Information Society Technologies (IST) program of the
European Commission, aimed at providing data and voice integration over an optical dense wavelength-division-multiplexing
(WDM) packet-switched network, by developing innovative
concepts and technologies for optical networks [1]. As shown
in Fig. 1, DAVID encompasses both metropolitan and long haul
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Fig. 1.

Overview of the DAVID network.

geographical scales and is based on a hierarchical architecture
consisting of several optical metro networks interconnected
through an optical backbone.
In this paper, we focus on the DAVID metro network, which
consists of several unidirectional WDM rings interconnected in
a star topology by an optical bufferless switch called Hub. The
Hub connects the rings in a metro network to at least one optical
packet router in the backbone. Nodes are connected to rings and
groom traffic from Internet protocol (IP) routers and Ethernet
switches. Nodes belonging to the same ring share a fixed number
of wavelengths. The information on the status and availability
of network resources is transported on a dedicated additional
wavelength on each ring named control channel.
Two different node architectures were studied within DAVID:
a simpler one that relies on a complete separation between transmission and reception wavelengths, and a more complex one
in which nodes fully share transmission and reception channels
using an erasure stage to drop received packets, so that wavelengths can be reused.
No packet buffering is available at the Hub; therefore,
buffering must be done electronically at nodes. The Hub behaves as a switch between rings. Ring interconnections are
dynamically modified at the Hub following a scheduling algorithm, whose aim is to provide node pairs with a portion of the
network capacity close to short-term bandwidth requirements.
The scheduling is based on a traffic request matrix created at
the Hub on the basis of explicit bandwidth requests issued by
nodes, as an alternative, traffic matrices can be estimated with
measurements at the Hub, as discussed in [2].
Since it is reasonable to think that in future metro networks
multimedia and interactive applications will take an important
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share of the bandwidth, techniques to provide quality of service (QoS) must be designed. The simplest way to do that is
by introducing at least two traffic classes having different priorities [3]. A drawback of such strategy is that if high-priority
(HP) traffic is not controlled by any form of call admission control, traffic fluctuations can cause two different undesirable situations: 1) HP traffic with strict priority over low-priority traffic
can prevent the transmission of the latter and 2) it may not be
possible to guarantee neither delay nor bandwidth bounds even
to HP traffic. To avoid this situation in public networks, centralized bandwidth management functions (i.e., traffic engineering)
are required. Network operators need to have the possibility to
control the amount of HP traffic injected in their network.
In this context, we address the problem of designing a centralized scheduling algorithm at the Hub capable of supporting
multiclass traffic. In particular, we consider two service categories, namely, a conventional low-priority best-effort service
and an on-demand bandwidth-guaranteed service to support HP
traffic for applications such as Internet telephony, video broadcasting, and videoconferences.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provide a more detailed description of the
DAVID metro network, focusing on the Hub operation and
on the two node architectures dubbed frequency-decoupling
and full-sharing. In Section III, we discuss the multiclass
scheduling problem. Then, in Section IV, we provide an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation of the multiclass
scheduling problem for the frequency-decoupling architecture,
and present an optimum scheduling algorithm with polynomial
computational complexity. In Section V, we present a heuristic
solution for the frequency-decoupling architecture, with the
aim of decreasing the complexity of the optimum solution. In
Section VI, we describe a heuristic algorithm for the full-shared
node architecture. Finally, in Section VII, we present simulation
results to assess the performance of the proposed solutions.
Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. DAVID METRO NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the network architecture studied
in this paper. We do not tackle issues related to the metro network feasibility in this paper, nor do we discuss the components
that should be used or the physical limitations that should be
taken into account when dimensioning the network. All these issues have been deeply analyzed in the DAVID project and have
been discussed in [1].
A. General Overview
As stated above, the DAVID metro network consists of several WDM rings interconnected through a Hub. The number of
rings connected to the Hub is denoted by while, for simplicity,
the number of nodes on each ring is assumed to be equal and de.
noted by , so that the total number of nodes is
Nodes of the metro network share ring resources using a statistical time/wavelength/space division multiple access scheme.
Indeed, time is divided into slots lasting 500 ns–1 s [time-division multiple access (TDMA)]. Several slots are simultaneously transmitted on different wavelengths on the same ring

Fig. 2. Example of a sequence of wavelength-to-wavelength permutations.

[wavelength-division multiple access (WDMA)], and rings are
disjoint in space [space-division multiple access (SDMA)]. Although the number of wavelengths on a ring may in general vary
from ring to ring, here, for simplicity, we assume that each ring
conveys the same number of wavelengths.
The network is synchronous and time slots are aligned on all
wavelengths of the same ring; thus, a multislot (i.e., a set of slots,
one per wavelength) is available at each node in any time slot.
For simplicity, the propagation delay on each ring is assumed
to be an integer multiple of the slot duration. Each multislot
includes one control slot and several data slots. Control slots
contain information for regulating node access and ring interconnections, whereas data slots transport user data.
B. Hub Architecture and Operation
The Hub is a bufferless optical switch that connects rings. In
general, the Hub can set up wavelength-to-wavelength permutations among rings, held for one time slot. Alternatively, Hub
permutations can be ring-to-ring, so that all slots on the different wavelengths coming from a given ring are switched to
the same output ring. Fig. 2 shows a metro network comprising
two rings conveying three wavelengths each, where the Hub operates wavelength-to-wavelength permutations. Since the Hub
is all optical, it only includes a space switching stage, a wavelength conversion stage, and a WDM synchronization module to
align slots; 3R regeneration may be added if required by physical layer constraints. The details of the technological implementation of the Hub architecture are described in [1].
The Hub collects bandwidth requests issued by nodes, builds
a node-to-node traffic request matrix, and decomposes it in either a sequence of wavelength-to-wavelength permutations or
in a sequence of ring-to-ring permutations using a scheduling
algorithm [4]–[8].
In this paper, we assume that permutations are organized in
a fixed-length frame, and are repeated cyclically until a new
traffic matrix is computed from user reservations. Note that the
time-scale upon which bandwidth requests are collected from
users may be much longer than the duration of a single frame,
decreasing the computational load on the Hub. The problem of
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Fig. 3. Architecture of (a) an FS node with erasure capability and (b) an FD node with transmission and reception decoupling.

scheduling multiclass traffic in the DAVID metro network is
thoroughly discussed in Section III.
C. Node Architecture and Operation
Each node comprises an electronic and an optical part.
Packets coming from routers and switches are stored in the
electronic part of the nodes. To avoid the head-of-line blocking
phenomenon [9], packets are organized per traffic class and
stored in a per-destination-node queue architecture, similar to
the virtual output queue architecture adopted in input-queued
packet switches [10].
The optical part of each node consists of a fixed transceiver
to read and write control slots and a tunable transceiver to access data wavelengths. A fiber delay line must be added at each
node along the optical path of data wavelengths, so as to allow
enough time for terminating, electronically processing, and regenerating the control channel.
Aiming at a balance between optical and electronic complexities, the transmission and reception bandwidth at each node
is equal to one wavelength, i.e., a node cannot simultaneously
transmit nor receive on more than one wavelength. However,
since tuning latencies are negligible compared with the slot duration, transceivers can switch to different wavelengths on a
slot-by-slot basis.
A scheduling algorithm arbitrates the allocation of network
resources and nodes’ access to slots. It is typically run in a
centralized fashion at the Hub, although some decisions can
be decentralized at network nodes, when the Hub implements
ring-to-ring permutations. Nodes must have access opportunities in proportion to the requested traffic matrix while avoiding
collisions (i.e., transmissions in busy slots) and contentions (i.e.,
sending in different slots of the same multislot more than one
packet addressed to the same node).
As mentioned earlier, information on the status of each slot in
a multislot is available in the control slot. Therefore, a node that
has packets to send must monitor the control slot to implement
access decisions, and, at the same time, look for any instance of
its address for possible receptions. Note that only the in-transit
information on the control channel is converted to the electrical
domain to be processed at nodes, while the rest of the information remains in the optical domain along the entire source-destination path.

Two node architectures were considered in the DAVID
project. In the first one, shown in Fig. 3(a), nodes have a
selective erasure capability, which allows packet removal at the
destination, hence, wavelength reuse (i.e., packets only circulate along ring spans between source and destination nodes).
We call this solution full-sharing (FS), since nodes use the same
wavelengths for both transmission and reception. One
set of
more wavelength is needed for the control channel, bringing the
. Packet erasure
number of wavelengths on each ring to
is costly in terms of optical components and adds physical layer
impairments to the data path, limiting the total number of nodes
on the ring [11].
The second node architecture, depicted in Fig. 3(b), is instead
lacking the packet drop stage, so that nodes keep all packets
on the ring, simply copying packets addressed to them. Unfortunately, this approach may leave little or no room for new
packets to be transmitted on the ring, although this may be easily
overcome by completely separating transmission and reception
channels. We call this solution frequency-decoupling (FD) because nodes access the ring using separate sets of wavelengths:
for transmission,
for reception, and one for network control; thus, the total number of wavelengths conveyed on each
. Data are sent by nodes on transmisring becomes
sion wavelengths and switched from transmission wavelengths
to reception wavelengths at the Hub, which must provide wavelength conversion. Packets are received by nodes from reception
wavelengths and are dropped when they reach the Hub, which,
in turn, generates empty transmission channels for downstream
nodes.
Note that, while FS can benefit from wavelength reuse, FD
can lead to bandwidth waste on the network due to the fixed partitioning of resources between transmission and reception channels. However, although FS usually achieves better network performance and, in general, needs fewer wavelengths, FD requires
less optical components, and no active components are inserted
along the optical data path for packet erasure.
D. Network Operation
Fig. 4 illustrates the operation of a network equipped
with FS nodes when the Hub performs wavelength-to-wavelength permutations. For simplicity, we consider a network
rings,
wavelengths per ring, and
with
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using
VIII) Node 11 transmits a packet to node 2 on ring
the first data slot.
IX) Node 12 drops the packet in the second slot, and transmits a new packet to node 8 on ring .

III. MULTICLASS SCHEDULING PROBLEM
We consider a HP traffic class with guaranteed bandwidth,
and an elastic best-effort (BE) traffic class. The Hub collects
requests issued by nodes in two matrices: for HP traffic and
for BE traffic. The multiclass scheduling algorithm must address
the following issues.

Fig. 4. Example of slot forwarding in the metro network.

nodes per ring. Control slots are on the left-hand side of
multislots, whereas data slots are on the right-hand side. Data
slots are reserved for packets addressed to nodes identified in
the triple (ring, wavelength, node) inserted by the scheduling
algorithm running at the Hub in the corresponding control slot.
Numbers in data slots denote the destination node to which the
packets they convey are addressed. We describe the slot forwarding process in successive steps showing the path followed
to ring .
by a multislot as it travels from ring
I)

Control slots indicate that the first data slot is reserved
using wavefor sending data to node 12 on ring
length , the second data slot is reserved for a packet
to be delivered on to node 6 on , and the third slot
a packet addressed
is booked for transporting on
. The second data slot is carrying a
to node 10 on
packet headed to node 3.
II)
Node 1 leaves the multislot untouched.
and inserts
III) Node 2 has a packet for node 10 on ring
it in the corresponding data slot.
IV) Node 3 drops the packet transported in the second data
slot and reuses it to send a packet to node 6 on ring .
V)
The multislot reaches the Hub.
VI) The Hub switches data slots to their intended output
ring/wavelength as indicated by the triple contained in
the relevant control slot. Therefore, the third slot containing a packet headed to node 10 is switched to wave(first slot) of ring
, and a packet coming
length
from another ring and with destination node 12 is inserted in the second slot. Finally, the scheduling algorithm inserts new destination triples in the control slots.
VII) Node 10 drops the packet sent from node 2 and transmits a packet to node 1 using the third data slot.

• Priority of HP traffic over BE traffic. HP requests must be
satisfied before serving BE traffic.
• Persistent allocation of HP connections. The allocation of
new HP and BE traffic must not affect currently established HP connections.
• Atomic allocation of HP requests. HP requests are accepted only when they can be fully satisfied; otherwise,
they must be refused. Atomic allocation typically makes
sense when requests correspond to single real-time user
connections, whereas it does not apply to elastic BE traffic,
nor to sources that multiplex several data flows. In this
paper, we enforce atomic allocation of HP requests only
in the ILP formulation of Section IV-A, which makes the
scheduling problem harder to solve.
The architecture of the DAVID metro network introduces two
additional constraints.
• No contentions. Since each node is equipped with only
one tunable data transceiver, it can transmit and receive
at most one packet in each multislot. In case of wavelength-to-wavelength permutations, the scheduling algorithm at the Hub must avoid contentions among packets
switched by the Hub to their intended destination ring. On
the contrary, if the Hub performs only ring-to-ring permutations, contention resolution can be performed in a distributed way at each node.
• Slot/wavelength reuse. Slots (and therefore wavelengths)
can be reused only with the FS node architecture and the
Hub must take into account nodes’ positions along the
rings, while computing the scheduling. The scheduling
problem can be made easier by separating transmissions
and receptions either in frequency or in time. The first approach leads to the FD node architecture, whereas in the
second approach, dubbed time-decoupling, the same set of
wavelengths is shared in the time domain and used alternatively for transmissions and receptions.
The scheduling is based on a fixed-size frame of length
slots, which is considered the most suited solution for a system
with guaranteed bandwidth allocation. Indeed, with a fixed-size
frame, a reservation issued in terms of bit rate can easily be
translated into an equivalent number of slots per frame. Both
and store the number of slots that must
request matrices
be transmitted from a node to any other node within a frame of
slots. The frame length must be chosen trading the allocation granularity (asking for longer frames) for the access delay
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and scheduling complexity (asking for shorter frames). The selection of optimal values for is outside the scope of this paper,
but we typically envision several thousand slots in the frame.
Scheduling can aim at different levels of performance guarantees. In general, an allocation of slots in the frame should
provide average rates to node pairs in accordance with the
traffic matrix. The scheme proposed in [2] for BE traffic allocates ring-to-ring rates at the Hub, and access decisions are
decentralized at nodes, which, however, do not have guaranteed
access. Advantages of that approach are the very small amount
of information in the control channel and the good scalability
properties.
However, if higher node-to-node guarantees are required, as
it is the case for HP traffic, the scheduler must allocate slots to
single node-to-node requests. The resource allocation problem
becomes mostly centralized, and the amount of information in
the control channel increases. It must be noted that a centralized scheduling is often desired by network operators, who may
want to apply different control policies for different nodes (e.g.,
introducing an admission control policy for HP traffic requests).
In the following sections, we describe three solutions to different versions of the multiclass scheduling problem, trying to
highlight strengths and weaknesses of each. More precisely, we
devise the following.
• Two algorithms for the FD architecture. Section IV introduces an ILP formulation of the multiclass scheduling
problem with atomic allocation of HP requests and shows
that it is NP-hard, then an optimum polynomial algorithm
for the scheduling problem with partial allocation of HP
requests is described. Section V introduces a faster greedy
algorithm for the same problem that uses wavelength-towavelength permutations for HP connections, and ring-toring permutations for BE traffic.
• One algorithm for the FS architecture. Section VI describes a greedy algorithm that uses wavelength-to-wavelength permutations for both HP and BE traffic.
IV. OPTIMUM SCHEDULING FOR THE FD ARCHITECTURE
A. ILP Formulation
The problem of scheduling multiclass traffic in the DAVID
metro network when nodes are in the FD configuration and HP
requests must be atomically allocated can be stated as follows.
GIVEN the HP request matrix , and the BE request matrix
, where
and
are the number of slots to be transmitted
form node to node ,
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FIND a slot allocation within a frame of length ,
SUCH THAT:
1) the number of fully allocated HP connections is maximized,
2) the number of slots allocated to BE traffic is maximized.
The problem can be formulated in terms of ILP using the
following notation.
Index used to address slots inside the frame.
Nodal location function which, for each node , returns
the ring
on which node is located. In the same
is the set of nodes connected to ring .
way,
, , and
be binary variables defined, as shown at
Let
the bottom of the page.
,
and
must satisfy the following
Then, variables
constraints:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Constraints (1) and (2) enforce that each node in the network
can transmit and receive at most one packet in each time slot.
Constraints (3) and (4) make sure that the number of packets
transmitted or received by nodes belonging to the same ring in
any multislot does not exceed the number of available wavelengths on the ring. Equation (5) enforces atomic allocation of
HP traffic. Finally, inequality (6) states that BE requests may be
partially satisfied, being considered elastic traffic.
and
The optimum scheduling is defined as the set of
that maximizes the number of established HP connections given
by

where is a positive constant smaller than
. With this
choice for , the number of slots assigned to BE traffic is maximized only after that the number of HP connections allocated

if node is transmitting an HP packet to node
otherwise

in slot

if node is transmitting a BE packet to node
otherwise
if HP request
has been satisfied
otherwise

in slot
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is maximum. Note, however, that it would also be possible to
maximize the overall network throughput defined as follows:

Unfortunately, this formulation does not guarantee the persistency of HP connections. However, such a constraint can be
and
easily enforced by dividing into two contributions:
. Element
contains the number of slots allocated to connections currently set up between node and node , whereas
is the number of slots to be allocated to new connections
to be established between node and node . In the model, we
and
to distinneed two sets of binary state variables:
guish, respectively, between currently established connections
and new connections. With this notation, the atomicity constraint (5) becomes

Fig. 5.

Hierarchical switching system.

Fig. 6.

Graph associated with the DAVID metro network.

and the objective function can be rewritten as follows:

As before, is a positive constant smaller than
. In
this way, the persistency of currently allocated HP connections
is guaranteed, and the number of slots allocated to BE traffic is
maximized only after that the number of new HP connections
allocated is maximum.
The multiclass scheduling problem for the FD node architecture with atomic HP traffic allocation (5) is NP-hard because
it is a generalization of the well-known knapsack optimization
problem, which is NP-hard [12]. In fact, HP traffic requests can
be considered as a set of objects of different sizes that must be fit
in a knapsack of capacity . When relinquishing the atomicity
constraint, the multiclass scheduling problem can be solved in
polynomial time, as described in the next subsection.
B. Scheduling Algorithm With No Atomicity Constraint
The multiclass scheduling problem with partial allocation of
HP connections can be divided into two polynomial subproblems as described in [13]: the -matching and the time slot assignment (TSA).
The -matching problem consists of finding an admissible
subset of HP and BE requests that can be scheduled in a frame
of length , eventually dropping some of the original requests.
Scheduling an admissible request matrix using wavelength-to-wavelength permutations is equivalent to finding a
TSA in a hierarchical switching system (HSS).
According to the representation of a HSS proposed in [14]
(see Fig. 5), a HSS comprises a
nonblocking switch,
which interconnects several input multiplexers and output demultiplexers. The nonblocking switch models the Hub, whereas
inputs and
outputs represents the
each group of
wavelength conveyed by ring . Multiplexer models ring ,

which collects traffic from the nodes it contains, and demultiplexer represents ring , which distributes traffic from the Hub
to the
nodes it connects.
In this section, we present two optimum polynomial algorithms, one for the -matching, and one for the TSA problem.
Both make use of the Dinic algorithm [15] to calculate a maximum flow through the graph associated with the DAVID metro
network shown in Fig. 6. The directed graph contains
vertices:
• a source vertex with outgoing edges;
vertices (called
) that represent source
•
rings, each connected to as many vertices as the number
of nodes on each ring;
vertices (called
) that represent source
•
nodes, each connected to any possible destination vertex
by means of edges;
destination vertices (called
);
vertices
•
(called
) representing the ring to which destination nodes belong;
• a sink with incoming edges.
In the following sections, we will show how to use this graph
for the solution of both the -matching and the TSA problems.
C.

-Matching Algorithm

The outcome of the -matching algorithm is an admissible
request matrix that must take into account the persistency of
matrix) and the priority of HP
current HP connections (
and matrices) over BE traffic ( matrix). is
traffic (
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obtained applying the Dinic algorithm three times. Initially, as
represented in Fig. 6, edges connecting each node to its corresponding ring have capacity equal to , and edges connecting
rings to the source or to the sink have capacity
; a cais assigned to the edge connecting node
pacity equal to
to node . The first run of the Dinic algorithm allocates current HP connections. Next, the capacities of edges connecting
each node to its corresponding ring, and the capacities of edges
connecting rings to or to are decreased to account for the conis set to
nections just set up, and the capacity on edge
. The Dinic algorithm is run again to allocate new HP connections and then, edge capacities are decreased accordingly. Fiare set equal to
and BE traffic
nally, capacities on
is allocated by running the Dinic algorithm for the third time.
can be easily computed summing over the three runs of the
.
Dinic algorithm the flow traversing edge
,
The overall matching complexity can be shown to be
and does not depend on [15].
D. Time Slot Assignment Algorithm
Once the -matched matrix is obtained, we need to allocate it in the frame. The TSA algorithm works with full matrices
for which
only, i.e., with matrices

where
implies

is the set of the nodes that are on ring . This also

If is not a full matrix, we add dummy traffic to obtain a full
, to ensure that the overall schedule commatrix, named
prises exactly permutations. The aim of the algorithm is to obtain a sequence of binary switching matrices. Each switching
nonnull elements ( for each
matrix will have exactly
ring), and will cover all critical nodes (i.e., nodes that need to
transmit or to receive in each time slot in the frame for fulfilling
their traffic requirements).
The problem of obtaining each of the switching matrices
can be mapped into a problem of maximum flow with lower
bounds [16].
To apply the algorithm, capacities are modified and lower
bound constraints are added as follows.
have capacity
and lower bound ; the
• Edges
same holds for edges
;
and edges
have capacity 1 and
• Edges
lower bound 1 if node is critical, zero otherwise;
have capacity
and
• Node-to-node edges
lower bound zero.
We apply the algorithm once per slot; the flows obtained on
node-to-node edges give the first switching matrix. We subtract
and repeat the process times for the
this matrix from
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time slots in the frame. Starting from the first switching matrix,
wherever we find a non-null element, we assign it to HP traffic
if there was an HP request. Otherwise, we assign it to BE traffic
also if there was a BE request. If there were no requests both for
BE and HP traffic, it means that we are considering the added
dummy traffic, and we may drop it.
The overall TSA complexity can be shown to be
[15].
V. HEURISTIC SCHEDULING FOR THE FD ARCHITECTURE
The heuristic approach is an incremental algorithm, which
consists of three steps.
1) At first, all the slots that were allocated in the previous
frame to BE traffic, as well as those corresponding to
ended HP connections are released, so that only persistent HP connections remain allocated. The following two
steps allocate new HP and BE traffic.
2) New HP requests (contained in ) are allocated first. The
frame is scanned and HP requests are served in a roundrobin fashion checking that all constraints are satisfied.
This scheduling step ends when either all empty slots
have been considered or all HP connection requests have
been satisfied.
3) Finally, the remaining slots are used to allocate BE traffic
contained in the ring-to-ring request matrix . Element
represents the aggregate amount of traffic that nodes
is schedon ring must transmit to nodes on ring .
uled independently of HP traffic through an iterated critical maximum size matching [4]. The set of ring-to-ring
permutations obtained must be fit in the unused part of
the frame by selecting the permutations that allocate the
maximum number of slots. Note that the allocation for
BE traffic is recomputed every time; hence, neither incremental allocation is implemented, nor persistency is
enforced for BE traffic.
The complexity of this algorithm can be shown to be
[15].
VI. HEURISTIC SCHEDULING FOR THE FS ARCHITECTURE
The complexity of the optimum scheduling algorithm for
the FS architecture may be very high, because the Hub has
to account for node positions along the rings and this makes
contention resolution harder. We again resort to a heuristic
algorithm, although it only permits to achieve suboptimal
performance.
We propose a greedy algorithm similar to that for the FD architecture, which accounts for the additional constraints intromaduced by the FS configuration. We assume that a
trix of is available at the Hub. If a slot is reserved for an HP
connection or a BE packet, the source and destination node’s
addresses are stored in , as shown in Fig. 7. The aim of the
heuristic algorithm is to fill in maximizing the number of HP
requests allocated, and then to use the remaining bandwidth to
serve as much BE traffic as possible.
This approach assigns resources to HP and BE requests on
a first-fit fashion enforcing the persistency of currently established HP connections. The algorithm is incremental: and
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Fig. 7. Example of matrix

P at the Hub.

only contain new HP and BE requests, respectively, while
stores the current slot allocation map. The scheduler performs
the following steps.
1) Matrix is scanned releasing all slots assigned to BE
packets and all slot reserved for ended HP connections.
2) All HP requests that open a new connection or increase
the already allocated bandwidth are scheduled. Matrix
is scanned in a round robin way, trying to allocate all the
required slots and satisfy all constraints. This scheduling
step ends when either all requests have been satisfied or
all slots in the frame have been considered.
3) BE requests are scheduled using wavelength-to-wavelength permutations. Note that this step is more complex
than the scheduling of BE traffic based on ring-to ring
permutations performed by the heuristics in Section V.
. Notice, however,
The algorithm complexity is
that the algorithm complexity may be significantly reduced
using the time-decoupling approach mentioned in Section III.
See [17] for more details.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Simulation Scenario
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms presented in the previous sections, we study by simulation
rings and
a network configuration comprising
nodes per ring (
nodes in total), each
wavelengths. The latter means that for the
node sharing
FS architecture each ring conveys five wavelengths (four for
data and one for control), whereas, for the FD architecture, the
wavelengths on each ring are nine (four for transmission traffic,
four for reception traffic, and one for control). We set the slot
size to 1 , the ring round-trip time to
s (512

slots
slots on the ring), and the frame duration to
(20 RTTs). Queues at nodes are considered infinite.
We assess network performance using four traffic patterns
named: uniform, diagonal, power-of-ten, and very unbalanced.
ring-to-ring maTraffic patterns are characterized by an
is a real number ranging betrix , whose generic element
tween 0 and 1 representing the percentage of traffic generated
on ring toward ring with respect to the total network load .
The four ring-to-ring matrices are as follows:
Uniform

Power of ten

Diagonal

Very unbalanced

Matrix
describes the uniform traffic pattern, whereas
,
and
are used, respectively, to generate
matrices
the diagonal, the power-of-ten and the very unbalanced traffic
patterns.
In Figs. 8–10, we plot the normalized throughput (ratio between used and available slots) for each destination ring reachable from ring 1 under uniform, diagonal, and power-of-ten
traffic patterns, respectively.
In all scenarios, the traffic generated by a node toward a given
ring is uniformly distributed among the nodes belonging to that
ring. BE packets are generated with a geometrically distributed
interarrival time: all packets have the same size and fit in one
slot. Instead, HP traffic is connection-oriented; each node generates connection requests occupying one slot per frame. Both the
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Fig. 8. Throughput as a function of HP traffic relative load under the uniform traffic pattern. Comparison of the optimal (a) and the heuristic solution for the FD
configuration (b), with the heuristic solution for the FS architecture (c).

connection interarrival time and the connection duration are geometrically distributed. The mean value of the interarrival times
for BE and HP traffic is selected accordingly to generate the required offered load .
B. Simulation Results
In the following figures, we analyze the network performance
when both traffic classes are present. All the points of the plots
are steady-state values obtained from statistically significant
measures.
All figures consist of three plots showing the performance of
the optimum algorithm for the FD configuration and the heuristics for both the FD and the FS architecture.
All plots show the throughput as a function of the amount
of HP traffic present in the network, when the total BE offered load is exactly 1. In other words, when the HP traffic

load on the horizontal axis of the figures is 0.2, the total network load is 1.2. Note, however, that both BE and HP traffic
are distributed among different rings according to the chosen
ring-to-ring matrix
.
The plots in Figs. 8–10 show the throughput for each destination ring on source ring 1 for HP traffic (white markers), the total
HP throughput (black square markers), the total BE throughput
(dashed line without markers), and the total throughput on ring 1
(solid line without markers). Although we plot the throughput
for a single ring, the same behavior holds for all the other rings
due to traffic symmetries.
Fig. 8 compares the three solutions under uniform traffic.
Fig. 8(a) shows that HP throughput increases with the offered
load until it reaches the value of 1 in overload. The overall
throughput is constantly equal to 1, as it is always possible to fill
with BE traffic the slots left free by HP connections. Fig. 8(b)
presents the same behavior as Fig. 8(a) except when the offered
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Fig. 9. Throughput as a function of HP traffic load under the diagonal traffic pattern. Comparison of the optimal (a) and the heuristic solution for the FD
configuration (b), with the heuristic solution for the FS architecture (c).

load exceeds 1. In this case, the heuristics is not capable of maintaining the overall network throughput to 1.
In the FS configuration shown in Fig. 8(c), the network behaves differently. Indeed, in this case, we have half wavelengths
and more contention probability due to shared transmission and
reception channels; therefore, when only BE traffic is present
in the network the overall network throughput is 0.97. As the
HP traffic increases, the network throughput increases as well,
reaching values even higher than 1. Note that in this case, the
amount of BE traffic never drops to 0. Indeed, since we measure throughput as the ratio between the number of transmitted
packets and the number of available slots, it may happen that a
slot can be used more than once to transport different packets
during one single round trip. For instance, a node can transmit a
packet to a neighboring node on the same ring; the destination
node can reuse the same slot to transmit another packet to a dif-

ferent node on the same ring, and so on. This is an implicit consequence of the wavelength reuse capability, and increases network throughput. Nevertheless, this gain can be exploited only
for intra-ring traffic, i.e., when the transmitter and the receiver
belong to the same ring. In any other case (i.e., for inter-ring
traffic), packets must be switched at the Hub from their source
ring to their destination ring and, therefore, slots containing such
packets cannot be reused. For this reason, when traffic is mostly
inter-ring, the gain obtained from wavelength reuse is lower: in
Fig. 8(c), it reaches 1.05, and in Fig. 10(c), it is not even noticeable. In Fig. 11(c), instead, it becomes more evident, reaching
1.17, because the diagonal traffic pattern has a higher percentage
of intra-ring traffic than the other scenarios.
In Fig. 9(a), obtained using the optimum algorithm for the
FD architecture, the overall throughput is always 1, and HP
throughput proportionally increases with the offered load. It is
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Fig. 10. Throughput as a function of HP traffic load under the power-of-ten traffic pattern. Comparison of the optimal (a) and the heuristic solution for the FD
configuration (b), with the heuristic solution for the FS architecture (c)

interesting to note how intra-ring traffic, after reaching a value
of about 0.7, starts to decrease and leaves resources to inter-ring
traffic when the total HP traffic equals to the network capacity.
This is due to the fact that the scheduler in overload tends to
equalize the load on the rings, according to max–min throughput
fairness. As before, the heuristic algorithm in Fig. 9(b) behaves
similarly to the optimum one, except when the offered load exceeds 1. Moreover, the heuristics does not equalize rings’ load.
In Fig. 10(a), we observe the optimum behavior of the algorithm with the power-of-ten traffic pattern. All HP connections
are allocated optimally and total throughput remains equal to 1.
This is not true for both heuristic algorithms. The heuristics for
the FD configuration in Fig. 10(b) is not able to allocate all HP
requests, reaching a throughput around 0.98 independent of the
amount of HP traffic injected. The heuristics for the FS configuration in Fig. 10(c) performs even worse and the total network
throughput does not rise above 0.9.

Finally, in Fig. 11, we analyze the case of the very unbalanced
traffic pattern: Since it is not symmetric, in each subplot, we show
the throughput of HP traffic on each ring, the total network
throughput of HP and BE traffic, and the overall network
throughput. The offered load is normalized with respect to
ring 2, where the traffic is higher. This means that when HP
traffic load in the horizontal axis of Fig. 11 is equal to 1,
ring 1 is 50% loaded, ring 2 is 100% loaded, and rings 3
and 4 are 33.3% loaded; therefore, the total network load is
about 0.54. Fig. 11(a) shows that while the allocation of HP
traffic remains very close to the optimum, the very unbalanced
traffic pattern causes total traffic allocation to be suboptimal.
This is due to the nonoptimality of a double matching with
two traffic classes. Indeed, when only one class is present in
the network, the total throughput is always equal to 100%.
Furthermore, heuristic algorithms in Fig. 11(b) and (c) are not
able to allocate all traffic.
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Fig. 11. Throughput as a function of HP traffic load under the very unbalanced traffic pattern. (a) Comparison of the optimal and (b) the heuristic solution for the
FD configuration, and (c) with the heuristic solution for the FS architecture.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The DAVID European project studied advanced networking
solutions based on optical packet switching. In this paper, we analyzed the problem of scheduling multiclass traffic in different
configurations of the DAVID metro network.
The FD architecture requires less optical components and no
active components along the data path, while the FS configuration requires fewer wavelengths. Nevertheless, in optical networks, a nonefficient fiber bandwidth usage may not have significant effects on network costs because first, bandwidth on network links is typically not a bottleneck in the optical domain,
and second, network costs are mostly related to the number of
electronic and optical interfaces at nodes, and not to the number
of wavelengths used on the fiber.
Scheduling algorithms are run in a mostly centralized fashion
at the Hub, but some access decisions may be distributed at net-

work nodes, depending on the network configuration and on the
desired level of performance guarantees.
Tradeoffs between optimality and complexity of the allocation schemes were studied by simulation in scenarios
comprising two traffic classes. The complexity of the algorithms devised remains high, and, as a consequence, they are
probably not suited for tracking instantaneous traffic variations.
Our study, however, shows the flexibility of the DAVID network
concept, and the effectiveness of the proposed strategies in
accommodating very diverse traffic patterns. Indeed, heuristics
perform very closely to the optimum algorithm.
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